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In September of 2019, as many as 7.6 million individuals—the 
majority of them young people—participated in climate strikes 
around the globe. Inspired by then 16-year-old activist Greta 
Thunberg, protesters insisted on expansive action to address  
one of the most pressing threats facing our planet. Within 
months, however, the movement and virtually every other  
aspect of everyday life confronted yet another crisis, the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

Today, youth-led climate strikes are back under the banner 
of Fridays for Future, with a goal of convincing policymakers 
to submit to science and implement the course corrections 
necessary to limit global warming. It is a call that is both  
urgent and resonant.

As SCA fulfills its mission of empowering new generations of 
conservation leaders, amplifying the voices of young people is 
very much a part of our charge. Earlier this year, The GreenWay 
profiled SCA interns making a demonstrable difference  
from the Denali tundra to the Florida National Scenic Trail.  
We also introduced you to a number of SCA alumni who, as  
young conservation professionals, are currently protecting  
our oceans, delivering clean energy solutions, and fighting  
for environmental justice.

This summer, our 65th, SCA marked the epic apex of enlisting 
100,000 service members since 1957. To commemorate that 
milestone, we believe it proper to hear directly from those young 
stewards aiding our public lands. This newsletter is almost 
exclusively composed of articles by-lined by active SCAs, who 

in addition to their field work took it upon themselves to share 
their experiences, accomplishments, and rewards—all in their 
own words.

Should you find these accounts moving, I encourage you to 
visit thesca.org/100K, where we’ve posted thoughtful and 
enlightening Q&As with 10 Ambassadors representing SCA’s 
roster of 100,000 accomplished alumni. 

In recognizing these highlights, we must also acknowledge this 
summer has brought climate-induced wildfires to Yosemite; 
flooding to Yellowstone, Death Valley, and untold communities; 
and prolonged triple-digit temperatures to hundreds of millions 
worldwide, among many other weather-related misfortunes. 
June was the warmest on record and 2022 is on track to be 
the fifth hottest year—and potentially the second-hottest—in 
documented history.

However, as I write to you, lawmakers in Washington have 
finally passed a sweeping climate accord. The plan will invest in 
climate security and renewable energy with a goal of slashing 
greenhouse gas emissions 40% by 2030. As others have 
observed, additional reforms are likely needed but this is an 
encouraging step in the right direction.

In the months ahead, SCA will unveil a climate-driven initiative 
of our own, one that will address urban heat islands, advance 
social justice, and forge new career opportunities for underserved 
youth. And with your continued support, we will increase the 
volume on both the actions and the voices of America’s young 
people. Thank you.

STEPHANIE MEEKS
CEO AND PRESIDENTTurn It Up

Organ Pipe Cactus National Monument, AZ
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INTERN INSIGHTS FROM 
YELLOWSTONE
In June, Bennett Collins had just begun his SCA bison 
internship at Yellowstone National Park when the 
Gardiner River began running higher than usual. Based 
out of Mammoth Hot Springs, the 25-year-old Virginian 
notes “we went to bed Sunday night thinking nothing of it 
and woke up Monday morning to a brand new reality.” 

The flooding impacted many in and around Yellowstone, 
but the six SCA interns on site were never at risk. Bennett 
reports he and fellow intern Lindsey Hanneken continued 
their analysis of grazing bison on park grasslands. “We 
lost road access to six of our 14 sites in the Lamar Valley,” 
Bennett states, “but luckily, we were still able to study the 
data we collected earlier.” 

Four fisheries interns stationed at less-affected Yellowstone 
Lake were largely unimpeded as they worked to curb 
invasive lake trout.  

   

SCA CREW MEETS  
NPS DIRECTOR
SCA members recently joined National Park Service Director 
Chuck Sams and other federal officials to kick-off a major 
improvement project on the northern section of the George 
Washington Memorial Parkway. The effort is one of the 
largest to date funded by the Great American Outdoors Act. 
“George Washington Memorial Parkway is much more than a 
parkway—it connects millions of visitors with places to learn, 
play and relax just outside our nation’s capital,” said Director 
Sams. The Parkway’s northern section, its busiest, serves 70,000 
vehicles per day. The SCA crew is charged with eradicating 
invasive species along the route and collecting field data.  

SAVE THE DATES

SCA
ALUMNI

WEEK

THESCA.ORG/ALUMNIWEEK

SEPTEMBER 20 - 24

ALUMNI ENGAGEMENT  
WEEK IS COMING SOON!
Mark your calendars for the fourth annual SCA Alumni 
Engagement Week—September 20-24, 2022. A big 
week is in store as we combine fun, in-person events with 
virtual professional development, as well as career and 
learning opportunities with ways to give back to SCA 
through fundraising and service to the land. You’ll find 
more information at thesca.org/alumniweek. Registration 
is now open for all events. Please spread the word and 
participate in whatever activity suits you. If you have 
any questions, please reach out to Sr. Director of Alumni 
Engagement and Direct Response, Patricia Malizia at 
pmalizia@thesca.org.

Bison dot the altered landscape in Yellowstone’s Lamar 
Valley after severe flooding. Photo: NPS / Jacob W. Frank
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Our first work site was Morgan Springs, a campsite and boat 
launch in Mark Twain National Forest. We lopped thorny 
branches along hiking trails, replaced some picnic tables, and 
spruced up the signage to keep the area functional, safe, and 
enjoyable for visitors. One day, we surveyed 52 campsites, a 
trailhead, and two fishing sites, all in the pouring rain. 

That was about when Reba’s check-engine light came on.  
I dropped the crew at the bunkhouse and headed off to the 
closest Enterprise location. Reba overheated along the way and 
the rental agent told me it was time to put her out to pasture.  
I drove back to the bunkhouse in a blue Ford Ranger, which we 
decided to name Ed, after our first project partner. Next stop: 
Chippewa National Forest in Minnesota, just south of  
the Canadian border. 

PART 2: A CCC SALUTE

After 14 and a half hours on the road, 
we reached Chippewa and Camp 
Rabideau, a former CCC camp where 
we would be staying for the next three 
weeks. The Civilian Conservation Corps, 
for those who don’t know, was established 
by FDR in 1933 as part of the New 
Deal. Photographs of our beloved boys 
in green show them as eternally shirtless, wielding Pulaskis or 
sledgehammers, and purposefully staring out into the distance 
like some kind of Greek gods. I’m a big fan.

Camp Rabideau is arguably the best preserved CCC camp  
in the nation. For some years, it lay empty, but today the  
camp holds weekly tours given by site host and artist,  
Wanda Yoemans, where visitors can get a look inside the site’s 
renovated buildings and hear what life was like at the camp.

Lina, Forest Nickname “Moss,” canoeing on Ash River

Each year, SCA members provide a variety of 
conservation services for a range of resource 
management partners. Since mid-May, a special 
Roving Resource Crew has trekked across six national 
forests from Minnesota to New Hampshire to conduct 
Recreation Site Condition Surveys. These extensive 
analyses yield information vital to the implementation 
of Great American Outdoors Act improvement projects 
and broad user experience enhancements. The SCA 
team also performed trail and other maintenance 
assignments as they moved from site to site.

Crew Leader Alexandria “Alex” Ness authored a 
running online diary of her team’s adventures, from 
which this article was adapted. 

PART 1: INTROS AND AUTOS
My name’s Alex, leader of SCA’s U.S. Forest Service Roving 
Resource Crew. We’ve spent the summer traveling Minnesota, 
Wisconsin, and Michigan, surveying numerous sites in 
national forests and bringing fresh eyes to report on the 
condition of recreational areas within these beautiful and 
diverse landscapes.

Allow me to introduce my team, using the “forest names” each 
member chose themself:

•  Mud, the self-described “male-enigma,” is stubborn and 
confident, and would like to be portrayed here as having 
the voice of an angel. 

•  Moss is laid back and goofy, always up for jumping into 
a chilly lake, going on a spooky night walk, or trying to 
scare us.

•  Zircon is far more level-headed than the rest of the team. 
She shares her Nutter Butters without hesitation and 
knows the names of all the cool rocks we see.  

•  Rock is a real trip. He’s always listening to something with 
his headphones in the back of the van and always makes 
me laugh. 

You can call me Slug.

In May, we trained for a week at George Washington  
National Forest (pictured on cover), about two hours south  
of Washington, DC. From there, we journeyed to Missouri  
in “Reba,” a soccer mom van that smacked and scraped 
seemingly every rock along our winding, dirt road route.

SEEING THE FOREST 
AND THE TREES: 
A USFS Roving Crew Diary

CCC members
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 for the next two days, hoping to have time for extra projects at 

the end of the week.

Rock, Moss, and I headed out in Ed, and Mud and Zircon 
took off in our new second vehicle, Lil Taco. We drove roads 
bursting with wildflowers, jumping from trailhead to trailhead, 
measuring the dimensions of vault toilets and pathways, and 
making sure all of the signage was still there and in good shape. 
Zircon and Mud hiked out to a snowshoe trail shelter to check 
its condition and the two spotted a little black bear!

Our surveying completed, we still had two days left for the 
week. On the first, we removed trees and vegetation from the 
edges of the roads and campsites at Perch Lake Campground. 
The next day, we helped the Forest Service folks install a fishing 
pier. We pushed the big, bulky structure into the water and 
bolted the two main pieces of the pier back together. Even 
with 10 of us, it took around two and a half hours and a lot of 
adjusting to get the frame secured. Once we set all the wooden 
planks in place, the pier looked nice and professional.

PART 4: INTO THE WOODS
We were in Eagle River, a tight-knit tourist town in Wisconsin 
and the (alleged) snowmobile capital of the world. In the 
summer, people from all over flock here for the water sports, 
gorgeous nature, and the slowed-down pace of life “up north.”

We spread out our big Forest Service map on the bed of the 
Tacoma and planned our condition survey sites for the day. 
Rock and I went to a big lakeside campground and recreation 
area bustling with campers and well-traveled RV folks. We 
measured out a lot of vault toilets and parking pads and shook 
a whole bunch of picnic tables, writing down everything that 
needed to be fixed. 

The roads out here are much less wide open than in Minnesota. 
The trees creep out into the road, a flurry of tall, thin pines 
and scraggly oaks and maples that soak up all the light and 
give you tunnel vision. Driving down these roads, you feel 
elsewhere, but grounded just the same, a contradiction I 
eagerly embraced. 

We finished up with all the condition surveys and campground 
photos and then headed out with a Rec Tech (USFS Recreation 
Technician) named Sarah to do some trail brushing. Everyone 
got to try out the brush saws to cut the lower overgrown weeds 
and grasses, and Mud and I worked the pole saws to get the 
high-up branches. 

On our last workday, we went out with another group of Rec 
Techs and replaced picnic tables at a campground just a short 
drive away. We loaded two ATVs with parts and wooden 
tabletops and then hiked into the sites while the Rec Techs 
drove in ahead of us. After assembling the tables, we rode back 
out on the ATVs, zipping through the dense hardwood forest, 
smiling so hard our faces hurt. 

Minnesota is the “land of 10,000 lakes’’ and nearly all the sites 
we surveyed are waterfront. We drove from campground to 
campground, shaking wobbly signposts and rotted-out picnic 
tables, and taking photographs for Recreation.gov, the federal 
trip-planning website.

At lunch, we sat on docks swarming with mosquitos and 
watched locals fishing and canoeing. After work, Zircon, 
Moss and I often headed over to Benjamin Lake to go 
swimming. While floating in the murky water, Wanda 
Yoemans’ voice comes back to us: “Leeches! Snapping 
turtles! Swimmer’s itch!” We scanned our arms and legs in 
an obsessively paranoid manner every time we accidentally 
touched a bit of kelp or a reed.

Our condition surveys went by in a blur. We studied a  
number of tucked away lakes, passing through seemingly 
endless corridors of green. At one point, we surveyed along  
the Laurentian Divide. Also known as the Northern Divide,  
it separates the Hudson Bay watershed from the Gulf of 
Mexico watershed. The divide stretches all the way from 
northeastern Montana to the tip of the Labrador Peninsula, 
though none of us had ever heard of it. 

PART 3: A SUPERIOR EXPERIENCE
Everything smelled of Deet and peanut butter. 

The scent had worked its way into all of our belongings and 
our PB&J consumption had become so high that I imagined 
our bodies were at least 1% Skippy. 

We’ve now advanced to Chequamegon-Nicolet National 
Forest, where we met up with our new project partner, Chad. 
We looked over the maps together and planned out our route 

(continued on page 6)

Jonathan, Forest Nickname “Mud,” measuring a sign
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PART 5: THIS IS GRAND
On our first day working for the Western Division of 
Hiawatha, we drove north toward Munising where we surveyed 
a few campgrounds and a lighthouse. Our project partner, 
Brenda, told us we’d be working with a guy named Bender on 
some kind of trail brushing project. There was a boat heading 
out to Grand Island, too, but she said we shouldn’t get our 
hopes up. We did anyway. 

Grand Island, just a half mile boat ride from Munising, is a 
National Recreation Area maintained by Hiawatha National 
Forest and offers biking, hiking, swimming, and camping. It 
looked absolutely beautiful and we were determined to  
go there.

At 5:30 p.m., we got the text: we were going to Grand Island! 
The next morning, we met Bender and he looked and acted 
exactly like Willy Wonka (Gene Wilder, not Johnny Depp).  
To be honest, I was a little afraid our boat ride would consist 
of us going through a dark tunnel and him singing a spooky 
little ditty while we feared for our lives. 

The ride, however, was normal, a quick trip cutting across the 
bay through the gorgeous blue-green waters. It was so clear 
that when we pulled up to the dock we could see all the fish 
scurry off.  

Following flagging through the trees, we were to open up an 
eight-foot wide corridor for a new trail. We grabbed Pulaskis, 
cutter mattocks, and loppers and headed off into the woods. 
We cut down small trees, pulling their entire root systems out 

of the ground, while the Rec Techs followed behind sawing the 
bigger trees.  

By the end of the second day, we’d finished clearing 1,500 
feet of trail—way more than the crew had initially estimated. 
There was now a clear, defined path where there had once been 
just a vision. Though the completed trail was still a long time 
coming, it felt great to be a small part of its creation. 

As The GreenWay went to press, our Roving Crew was wrapping 
up their summer’s work. For the latest from the team, logon at 
thesca.org/rovers.

   

SUPPORTER SPOTLIGHT:  

L.L.Bean and SCA go together….well, kind of like 
their eponymous boots and water.

With over 30 years of partnership, L.L.Bean is one of SCA’s 
longest term supporters and one with philanthropic goals that 
are particularly well-aligned with SCA’s mission. Over the 
past two years, L.L.Bean has committed funding to provide 
equitable access to nature, green opportunities for youth, 
and community engagement programs in cities around the 
country. Thanks, in part, to support from L.L.Bean and 
through partnerships with local, state, and national parks 
and various community groups, SCA community crews have 
improved numerous urban parks by planting trees, repairing 
and maintaining trails, expanding community gardens,  
and more. 

Kene, an Atlanta crew member, reflected on the summer 
experience: “This summer I learned that holding yourself 
and the people you know accountable for their decisions can 
make sustainability so much easier to do. What we do now is 
important because the future really depends on how well we 
manage the now. Sometimes, we do not do a good job at that 
and I want to change that.” 

 

Aidan, Forest Nickname “Rock,” lopping near one of the 
campsites at Perch Lake.
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By Ernest Rayford, Crew Leader, and Angel Barrott, 
Assistant Crew Leader, New York City 

ERNEST: 
Currently, I am working with my fourth SCA crew. It’s been 
an eye-opening experience.

This year, our projects consist of weeding and removing 
invasive species from various parks across the city, including 
Roberto Clemente State Park in the Bronx, Shirley Chisholm 
State Park in Brooklyn, and Clay Pit Ponds State Park on 
Staten Island. All these parks contend with an overpopulation 
of invasive plants. Presentation of these parks is everything, 
so it is crucially important we remove these species to avoid 
displacing native plants. 

Still, it’s grueling work and recently our crew members 
asked why we needed to do these tasks. Minutes later, their 
question was answered when a site visitor came up to us and 
praised our work. She explained how much of a difference 
she has seen in the park every single day. You could see there 
was a change in attitude as our team took on a new sense of 
motivation. 

This program has also benefited me by providing different 
insights on what it means to be a conservation worker. It 
opened my mind up to new career opportunities I could 
pursue in the future. I made a lot of connections with this 
program and hope to make many more. And of course, I have 
learned so much about the environment around me and how 
important it is to maintain it.

From all my past jobs, I can say SCA is the only organization 
that actually provided the type of care and support an 
employee should receive in any position, plus more. SCA 
truly values their workers and praises them for their efforts 
in the field. That’s why I’ve continued working for this 
organization and hope to be here for many more seasons  
to come.

This is Ernest’s second experience as a crew leader with SCA in 
the New York City area. He is currently a student at Syracuse 
University.

ANGEL:
If I had to summarize my SCA experience in a single word,  
it would be “Pride.” 

One of the reasons I’ve come back to SCA every summer is 
because there are moments, maybe during lunch or while 
we’re on a water break, when you look at the trail, hill, or 

whatever you’re working on, and notice that it no longer 
looks like it did when you first started. You never notice these 
changes while you’re doing the work, it’s only after that you 
get this weird feeling of pride the first time you see someone 
use a path you just restored. 

I was once on a crew and our main project was to install three 
check steps on a trail to reduce erosion and make the path 
safer. So we divided into three groups, each working on a 
different step. Unofficially, we competed to see which group’s 
step would be the most-level. While I don’t remember every 
detail, two of the steps were perfectly level and one was very 
close to 0 degrees. As we finished, a hiker came along and we 
all stepped aside to open a lane for him. We smiled and stared 
as this person used what we just spent two weeks building.  
I was so proud.

I was still proud two months later, when I showed my friends 
what I helped make—and just as proud five years later when  
I showed the check steps to our latest crew. 

I started working with SCA in my sophomore year of high 
school and today there are so many examples of our work 
spread throughout New York City. Our current project is a 
reroute which will decommission an old trail and connect 
two existing ones with a new, easier-to-walk-through path. 
Working with SCA has given me so many things to be proud 
about and more reasons to go outside.

This is Angel’s seventh SCA crew. The 19-year-old is studying at 
SUNY College of Technology at Delhi. He is a recipient of the Sara 
Shallenberger Brown Garden Club of America National Parks 
Conservation Scholarship, an annual scholarship awarded by the 
Garden Club of America in partnership with SCA.

Big Jobs in the  
Big Apple

Ernest Rayford Angel Barrott
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obstacles such as understaffing, natural disasters, and difficult 
living accommodations. I am lucky to be in a position where 
I can help serve this well-deserving group, and hopefully 
my work will assist in improving employee well-being and 
inclusion in the long run.

I hope by the end of my term, I have set the Council up for 
future successes. I have already helped alleviate many of the 
administrative barriers, and I have started many projects that 
will further the Council’s potential. While tackling such an 
enormous task within a limited amount of time can sometimes 
feel overwhelming, I have made quick and significant progress 
thus far, and I feel optimistic about the remainder of my time 
here (through April 2023). 

Thanks to my incredible supervisors and coworkers, I feel 
confident in my ability to not only complete the work that I 
was brought here to do, but to also start new initiatives that 
will continue to benefit park employees once I am gone.
Sara, 22, recently graduated from the University of Michigan with a 
degree in psychology and environment. She is a first-time SCA intern.

I recently started working at Yosemite, and I am really enjoying 
my time here. I feel very fortunate to be able to put all my 
attention towards an area that so many of my co-workers care 
so much about. I hope by the end of my time here, I have 
instilled systems and processes that will outlast my term and 
will assist in pushing future DEIA work forward.

Since my arrival, I have been working hard to clean up the 
administrative side of Council operations. I have also been 
working to generate leadership and increase participation 
with the park’s Employee Resource Groups. As I have become 
more comfortable in my role, I have been able to assist on 
various DEIA projects across the park, including an initiative 
to diversify hiring, a park-wide accessibility review, and various 
celebratory and community-building events. It has been 
incredible being able to work on projects that I’m genuinely 
interested in and passionate about. 

My primary focus during my time here is internal DEIA 
initiatives. Yosemite employees are extremely hard-working 
and deliver excellent services to visitors, despite coping with 

Make your gift at thesca.org/tgwGive

SCA Giving Day is coming on September 20!  
Please help us reach our goal of $65,000 to celebrate 65 years  

of supporting the next generation of conservation leaders.

9.20.22

Diversity at Yosemite
 By Sara Soroka, Diversity, Equity, Inclusion, and Accessibility (DEIA) Council Intern, Yosemite National Park 
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